
 

 

RESOLUTION E2-20 
INITIATE AGRIRECOVERY FRAMEWORK  

 
 
WHEREAS: AgriRecovery is a federal-provincial-territorial disaster relief framework intended to 

work together with the core Business Risk Management Programs to help agricultural 
producers recover from natural disasters and the extraordinary costs producers must 
take on to recover from disasters; 

 
WHEREAS: Numerous municipalities have declared an agricultural disaster due to drought, fire, 

flood, early frost, disease and excessive moisture; 
 
WHEREAS: These producers accrued exorbitant costs to even attempt harvest or put up feed, 

manage tough grain, feed shortages and the rehabilitation of land in the coming years; 
 
WHEREAS: The current agriculture and economic climates is plagued by lower commodity prices 

from trade restrictions and poor relations leading to lower profits and decreased cash 
flow; 

 
 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED 
THAT ALBERTA’S AGRICULTURAL SERVICE BOARDS REQUEST 
that Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and Alberta Agriculture and Forestry work together to initiate the 
AgriRecovery disaster framework and begin an immediate analysis of impact for additional financial 
support to assist field rehabilitation, costs accrued to attempt harvest and manage tough grain, feed 
shortages, losses incurred from lower commodity prices due to trade wars and any other out of the 
ordinary accrued expenses upon assessment.  
 
FURTHER THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED 
THAT ALBERTA’S AGRICULTURAL SERVICE BOARDS REQUEST 
that Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada immediately work to resolve trade restrictions and improve 
relations with countries like China and India to improve movement and commodity prices. 
  
 

SPONSORED BY: County of Northern Lights 

MOVED BY: Terry Ungarian, County of Northern Lights 

SECONDED BY: Christi Friesen, M.D. of Peace 

CARRIED: 80% 
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STATUS: Provincial 
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EMERGENT RESOLUTION STATUS:  the County of Northern Lights opines that this resolution is 
Emergent due to the new information that has surfaced since our Regional meetings regarding the 
Federal and Provincial Ministers currently discussing a review of the Agricultural BRMPs.  In addition, 
as of the October 29th date of our Peace Region ASB Conference many producers were still actively 
harvesting or hoping to continue and complete harvest.  It was only after our Conference that the true 
dire situation of our agricultural producers could be confirmed. 
 
BACKGROUND  
 
AgriRecovery Framework is part of a suite of federal-provincial-territorial (FPT) Business Risk 
Management (BRM) tools under the Canadian Agricultural Partnership. AgriRecovery is an FPT disaster 
relief framework intended to work together with the core BRM programs to help agricultural producers 
recover from natural disasters. 

The core BRM programs are, in part, designed to help producers deal with the income and production 
losses they experience when disasters occur. AgriRecovery cannot duplicate or replace the assistance 
provided by these programs. 

The focus of AgriRecovery is the extraordinary costs producers must take on to recover from disasters. 
Extraordinary costs are costs which producers would not incur under normal circumstances, but which 
are necessary to mitigate the impacts of a disaster and/or resume farming operations as quickly as 
possible following a disaster. Further, AgriRecovery is intended to respond in situations where producers 
do not have the capacity to cover the extraordinary costs, even with the assistance available from other 
programs. 

Natural disasters which may be considered under AgriRecovery are those resulting from a disease, pest 
or weather-related event, such as flooding or a tornado. Events which are cyclical, such as pricing cycles, 
or part of a long-term trend, such as a change in markets, cannot be considered under AgriRecovery. 

AgriRecovery process: 

AgriRecovery is not a program but a framework which forms the basis by which federal-provincial-
territorial governments can work together when natural disasters occur to assess the impacts and 
determine whether there is need for an AgriRecovery initiative. When there is need, an initiative is put 
in place to provide targeted assistance to help with the extraordinary costs of recovery. 

The main steps of the process for assessing disasters and developing initiatives under the AgriRecovery 
Framework include: 

1. A provincial or territorial government requests that an assessment of a disaster event be 
initiated. 

2. A joint assessment is undertaken by the federal and provincial/territorial governments to 
examine the impacts of the disaster; determine what actions producers must take in order to 
mitigate the impacts and/or resume production; assess whether producers are able to 
undertake the actions necessary for recovery with the assistance available through the core 
BRM programs; and determine whether further assistance is needed to help producers deal 
with the extraordinary costs of recovery. 

3. The findings from the assessment form the basis on which FPT governments then decide 
whether, or not, to implement an AgriRecovery initiative. 

4. If governments decide to proceed, a joint initiative is developed. 



 

 

5. The initiative is launched, and program materials are made available (for example, terms and 
conditions, application forms). 

6. Payments are made to eligible producers. 

 
AgriRecovery initiatives are cost-shared on a 60:40 basis between the federal government and 
participating provinces or territories. 

Initiatives are typically delivered by the participating province/territory, or its delivery agent. However, 
in some cases initiatives have been delivered by the federal governmenAgriRecovery: 
http://www.agr.gc.ca/eng/programs-and-services/agrirecovery/?id=1387480598562 
 
Goodale’s AgriRecovery suggestion worth study 
Reading Time: 2 minutes 
Published: June 13, 2019 
 
Saskatchewan MP Ralph Goodale’s position on the potential use of AgriRecovery to backstop farmers 
during the trade dispute with China is a welcome development. 

It would be an extraordinary use of the program, but then Canadian farmers are in an extraordinary 
situation. 

Funding for AgriRecovery is split 60-40 with the provinces, and indeed, the program’s rules state that 
the provinces must make the request of the federal government to initiate funding. 

But the provinces aren’t there yet. 

Goodale, who is the public safety minister, may have been politicking — just sending a message to 
farmers that the federal government is willing to go beyond tinkering with the other business 
management programs — or he may have been sending a tacit message to the Chinese that Canada is 
willing to go big on farmer support as the United States has done in its trade dispute with China. 

Regardless, his comments are useful. 

His position dovetails with Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s comments last week in which he said China’s 
rejection of Canadian canola, ostensibly due to pests, is “unjustified,” even saying “they’re inventing 
excuses around that to block canola and perhaps next steps as well.” 

That is a significant break from his previous low-key comments that Canada is trying to settle the issue 
with science. Yet, China has refused to accept a scientific delegation. 

Last week, China’s ambassador to Canada, Lu Shaye, who is being transferred to France, said his country 
has supplied all the documentation Canada needs on the issue, even though the Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency said it has found nothing wrong with Canadian canola exports. 

It’s widely accepted, even obliquely acknowledged by the Chinese, that the canola dispute is as a result 
of Canada’s arrest of Huawei executive Meng Wanzhou in Vancouver in December for extradition at the 
request of the United States. 

So China isn’t going to let science resolve the situation until the leadership says so. 

Canola is western Canadian farmers’ most reliable crop and China buys 40 percent of Canada’s canola 
seeds, worth about $2.7 billion annually. China’s targeting of canola is strategic. 
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The federal government has made some changes to help farmers, allowing producers to borrow up to 
$1 million, and canola growers to borrow $500,000 interest free under the cash advance program, and 
extending the AgriStability deadline to July 2. 

Meanwhile, the U.S. announced a $12-billion backstop for farmers last July, followed by $16 billion in 
support announced last month. 

The Canadian Federation of Agriculture is calling for “immediate reforms” to the business risk 
management programs, in part due to trade uncertainty, but also in the face of potential drought in the 
West and following a 45 percent drop in producers’ realized net farm income last year. 

The CFA has suggested restoring AgriStability margin coverage to 85 percent and removing 
AgriStability’s reference margin limit. 

That may entice more farmers to sign up because payouts would kick in more often. 

But a long-term trade dispute with China could put other agricultural exports in jeopardy, including pork 
and peas. 

If that happens, tinkering with AgriStability isn’t going to cut it. 

 

AgriRecovery’s program rules would need to be changed and Goodale has acknowledged some 
willingness to do that. 

His comments do not represent a grand gesture to show the Chinese that Canada is willing to go all out 
to support farmers caught up as pawns in the dispute, but it’s an acknowledgment that such a gesture is 
possible. 

https://www.producer.com/2019/06/goodales-agrirecovery-suggestion-worth-study/ 
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